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iccount of the whole affair—lest panic be created—was
•cleased in the one o'clock bulletin.   And Edward Albert,
iis heroism further developed by a liberal experience of Polish
/odka, returned, weary, excessively dirty, drunk and trium-
phant to his home.   Mr Droop and the pavement designer
had preceded him. They had reported that he had been in the
thick of the fighting with some Poles and Canadians, but he
had not been hurt, they had seen him afterwards drinking at
the Polish canteen, and so Mary and the whole of battle-
scarred Morningside (for there were scores of broken windows)
were out to receive him,
He was not singing, but if you had seen him on a silent film
you would have thought he was singing. There was song in
his gestures. He looked less like the seemly, almost puncti-
liously dressed golfer for whom she did her wifely duty than
an intoxicated piece of hedge.
As he drew near her, and the neighbours closed in around
him, he uttered these words.
" We mopped *em up," he said.
" Taint all you've mopped up," said Mrs Tewler,
"Them   Poles   are   so'jers   and   gentPmen.    Gent'men,
mind you. They're the boys ! Nat'lly I had to have a drop
with them. This vodka. . . . Cleanest drink I ever'ad. . . ."
" Tell us all about it," said Mr Pildington.
" Not till he's had a wash and a rest," said Mrs Tewler.
" He's fairly done up."
" I'm fairly done up," said this staggering mass of garbage,
leaning heavily upon her. She guided him home,
" Pm so glad they didn't hurt him," she said. " He hasn't
got a scratch."
As she mothered him through his bath and into his bed, h,e
was partly asleep and partly meditative on his own astonishing
exploits.
" I let *em have it—right and left. . . „
" Get out of England, I says, you come to the wrong
place. . , .	t
"Just mur* with these Jerries—they don't know *o& to fight
Gaw knows what they thought they were doing- " Kamerad,

